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and each node has short radio range. The connection between nodes may be disrupted due to node movements, node power-saving sleep schedules, and harsh environment changes. The examples of opportunistic networks include networks in an undeveloped area without Internet connections, sensor networks monitoring nature and military ﬁelds, or mobile opportunistic networks composed of moving vehicles and pedestrians. For a mobile opportunistic network, an opportunistic link can be setup when a pair of nodes move into the radio range of each other such that they can communicate directly. A possible data propagation path from the source to the destination, referred to as an opportunistic path, is composed of multiple opportunistic links. Clearly, multiple opportunistic paths exist by node movements. Epidemic routing has been proposed to utilize such multiple opportunistic paths to reduce data delivery delay by replicating packets whenever two nodes meets. In essence, epidemic routing replicates data along the multiple opportunistic paths from the source to the destination. The delay in delivering a packet is hence the time to propagate a packet in the shortest opportunistic path. Network coding [1], along with its randomized distributed implementation [12, 5], allows intermediate nodes perform coding operations besides replication and forwarding. Using the paradigm of network coding in epidemic routing, a node may transmit a coded packet, a random linear combination of data packets, to another node during a transmission opportunity. In contrast to such network coding based epidemic routing, the traditional epidemic routing is referred to as replication based epidemic routing in this paper. In this paper, we focus on studying epidemic routing in realistic network environments with limited bandwidth and node buﬀers. In such environments, if using the replication based protocol, when a transmission opportunity arrives, ideally, a node should transmit the packet with the minimal number of replicas in the network to reduce its transmission delay, since it is the packet with the longest expected delivery delay. However, a node has no such precise knowledge in opportunity networks. Therefore, it is diﬃcult to select the best packet for transmission. On the other hand, in the network coding based protocol, a node can transmit any coded packets since all of them can contribute the same to the eventual delivery of all data packets to the destination with high probability. Similarly, the network coding based protocol has the advantage in utilizing limited buﬀer resource since dropping any coded packet has the same eﬀect. In this paper, we propose an analytical framework to char-



Epidemic routing has been proposed to reduce the data transmission delay in opportunistic networks, in which data can be either replicated or network coded along the opportunistic multiple paths. In this paper, we introduce an analytical framework to study the performance of network coding based epidemic routing, in comparison with replication based epidemic routing. With extensive simulations, we show that our model successfully characterizes these two protocols and demonstrates the superiority of network coding in opportunistic networks when bandwidth and node buﬀers are limited. We then propose a priority variant of the network coding based protocol, which has the salient feature that the destination can decode a high priority subset of the data much earlier than it can decode any data without the priority scheme. Our analytical results provide insights into how network coding based epidemic routing with priority can reduce the data transmission delay while inducing low overhead.



Categories and Subject Descriptors C.2.2 [Computer Communication Networks]: Network Protocols—Routing protocols; G.3 [Probability and Statistics]



General Terms Algorithm, Performance, Theory



Keywords Network coding, opportunistic networks, epidemic routing



1. INTRODUCTION Opportunistic networks or disruption tolerant networks (DTN) represent a class of networks where nodes do not have contemporaneous connections, but intermittent connections. Such networks usually have sparse node density,
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acterize network coding based and replication based epidemic routing protocols. Our analytical model demonstrates that the network coding based protocol delivers data with shorter delay when bandwidth is limited and such advantage is more signiﬁcant when the buﬀer sizes are constrained. However, in network coding based epidemic routing, one has to pay the price that any useful data can be decoded only after the destination receives a suﬃcient number of coded packets and can decode all data altogether. That is, the destination may wait too long before any useful data can be decoded. Hence, we propose a simple priority coding protocol that decodes high priority data much earlier than the original network coding based protocol can decode any data. Utilizing our analytical model, we show that the priority protocol achieves such a goal with low overhead. The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. We compare our work with related work in Sec. 2 and describe the network model in Sec. 3. We present the analytical models for network coding based and replication based epidemic routing protocols in Sec. 4 and Sec. 5, respectively. The analytical results are veriﬁed by experiments in Sec. 6. Sec. 7 introduces our simple priority coding protocol and investigates the tradeoﬀ in the protocol design, using our analytical framework. We conclude the paper in Sec. 8.



analytically study replication based epidemic routing. However, none of them has studied the performance of network coding based epidemic routing. Chou et al. [5] consider priority encoding in network coding on networks with known topologies. In contrast, our performance modeling and the priority coding protocol are for opportunistic networks without topology information. Zhang et al. [25] studied the beneﬁt of network coding for unicast applications on opportunistic networks, which is, to the best of our knowledge, the closest to our work. However, they use only simulations in their investigation. Our work diﬀers from theirs in three folds. First, we propose an analytical framework, which can be used to study the tradeoﬀ in designing new protocol variants. Second, we have introduced a priority coding protocol to combat the disadvantage of decoding delay in the coding based protocol. Furthermore, we have utilized our analytical framework to show how the proposed simple priority coding protocol is eﬀective and induces low overhead.



3.



NETWORK MODEL



Our model of opportunistic network consists of N relay nodes nodes, one source, and one destination node, moving within a constrained area. The source has K packets to be transmitted to the destination. Two nodes meet and can transmit data packets to each other when they are within the transmission range of each other. Throughout the paper, we assume there is no background traﬃc in the network during the transmission of the K packets. Such network model is realistic for mobile sensor networks detecting infrequent events. We leave the analysis for the protocol performance when there is background traﬃc in the network as futurework. In this paper, we study the performance of epidemic routing in network environments where the bandwidth and node buﬀers are limited. In particular, to simplify the analysis but still capture the essence of protocol details, when node i and node j meet, we assume that the bandwidth is only suﬃcient to transmit one packet from one node to the other and vice versa. It is straightforward to extend the model to the general case where the bandwidth during node meeting is suﬃcient to deliver an arbitrary number of packets. We further assume that the source node and the destination nodes have suﬃcient buﬀer space to hold all K packets. However, the relay buﬀers on all other nodes have size B, where 1 ≤ B ≤ K. Finally, we assume the relay buﬀers can be cleaned by either an ACK from the destination after it receives all K packets or the expiration of a global timer. We notice most analytical work in opportunistic networks either explicitly assume that the pairwise meeting time between nodes is exponentially distributed [10, 26, 18] or implicitly assume the Markov property of underlying mobility model while using measured meeting rate in simulations as a parameter in the mobility model [11, 20]. In addition, Groenevelt el at. [10] have shown that the inter meeting time between any pair of nodes is almost exponentially distributed if the following three conditions hold. First, nodes move according to the common mobility modes such as the random way point or random direction model. Second, node transmission range is small compared to the area of the node moving region. Third, the speed of nodes is suﬃciently high. Although there are measurement evidences (e.g., [3]) that the node meeting time may be distributed in heavy tail in



2. RELATED WORK There have been multiple eﬀorts proposing diﬀerent variants of DTN routing protocols based on diﬀerent assumptions of the underlying DTN networks. Some protocols assume prior knowledge on connectivity patterns, e.g. [14], or that the past mobility patterns can be used to predict future node movements and message delivery probabilities [2], others assume control over node movements [27]. The purpose of this paper is to understand the performance of the network coding based epidemic routing protocol and its variants with no knowledge of network connectivities and no control on node movements. Previous studies have proposed to use erasure coding to combat network failures on opportunistic networks with no information of node mobility patterns [23] or DTN networks with prior knowledge of network topology [13]. Chen et al. [4] further demonstrate a hybrid approach combining erasure coding and replication. Unlike network coding, in such source-based erasure coding approaches, diﬀerent upstream nodes may transmit duplicate coded data to the same node and waste bandwidth in a multi-hop (opportunistic) network. It has been shown that network coding can save data transmissions for both unicast [15] and broadcast applications [8] by exploring the broadcast nature of the wireless medium. However, in the sparse DTN environment considered in this paper, a node seldom has more than one neighbors and such wireless coding opportunities rarely occur. Deb et al. [6] demonstrated that a gossip protocol based on network coding can broadcast multiple messages among nodes with a shorter period of time, than a gossip protocol without network coding, by a logarithmic factor. With the same spirit, the beneﬁt of network coding on wireless network on broadcast applications has been investigated in [9, 24]. In contrast to their work, we show that network coding can eﬃciently utilize multiple opportunistic paths in unicast applications. Several research eﬀorts [11, 20, 10, 26, 18, 21, 22] have
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some applications, we believe the insight gained from the analytical result on the performance diﬀerence of various protocols based on simple and tractable mobility models is a good indication of their performance diﬀerence based on more realistic mobility models. Therefore, throughout the paper, we assume that the node meeting time is exponentially distributed and let λ denote the pairwise meeting rate.



compute the network state, deﬁned here as the packet distribution on the relay nodes. Let B denote the maximal relay buﬀer size. We classify the relay nodes in the network by three types: the nodes with no coded packets, the nodes with 1 to B − 1 coded packets, and the nodes with B coded packets, denoted by vO , vM , and vB , respectively. We then use a 2-tuple {XM (t), XB (t)} to represent the network state at time t, where XM (t) and XB (t) denote the number of vM and vB in the network at time t, respectively. We further use XO (t) to represent the number of vO . Obviously, we have XO (t) = N − XM (t) − XB (t). We examine the transmission opportunity when two nodes meet. We say that one node can transmit a novel coded packet to another node, if the coded packet it transmits can increase the rank of the decoding matrix on the other node. Clearly, either vM , vB or the source can transmit a novel coded packet to vO . We make the following important assumption in the analysis: vM or vB can transmit a novel coded packet to another vM with high probability. In the case of abundant buﬀers, Deb et al. [6] have shown that the probability that a coded packet is useful to another node is 1 − 1/q, where q is the size of the Galois Field to generate random coding coeﬃcients. In practice, q is usually suﬃciently large such that 1 − 1/q is very close to 1. Although the relay buﬀer is limited in our protocol, we will see that the numerical analysis based on such assumption is still very close to the simulation result in Sec. 6. Let DO (t), DM (t), and DB (t) denote the receiving rate of vO , vM , and vB , i.e., the expected number of novel coded packets received in unit time interval for vO , vM , and vB . Since vO and vM can receive a novel coded packet from any relay node with at least one coded packet, namely vM , vB , and the source node, with probability 1, as discussed previously, we have



4. NETWORK CODING BASED EPIDEMIC ROUTING In this section, we develop the analytical model for the network coding based epidemic routing.



4.1 Protocol We ﬁrst describe the protocol details. When two nodes meet, they transmit coded packets to each other. Let node a and node b denote the two meeting nodes. A coded packet x is a linear combination PK of the K source packets E1 , . . . , EK in the form: x = i=1 αi Ei , where αi are coding coeﬃcients. Suppose node a holds m coded packets in its buﬀer, where 1 ≤ m ≤ B. Node a encodes all coded packets in its buﬀer, namely x1 , . . . , xm , to generate a coded packet xa by combining them together: xa =



m X



βi xi ,



(1)



i=1



where βi is randomly chosen from a Galois ﬁeld. It is easy to see that x is also the linear combination of the K source packets with diﬀerent coding coeﬃcients. Node a then transmits xa along with its coding coeﬃcients to node b. When node b receives xa , it inserts xa into its buﬀer if there is free space. Otherwise, node b encodes x with each packet in its buﬀer as follows: xi = xi + αxa ,



DO (t) = λ(XM (t) + XB (t) + 1),



(2)



DM (t) = λ(XM (t) + XB (t) + 1), DB (t) = 0,



where xi represents the ith coded packet in the buﬀer of node b, and α is randomly chosen from a Galois ﬁeld. The destination obtains a coded packet when it meets another node, and attempts to decode the K source packets as long as K coded packets have been collected. Because the coding coeﬃcients and the coded packet are known, each coded packet represents a linear equation with the K source packets as the unknown variables. Decoding the K source packets is equivalent to solving the linear system composed of the K coded packets. The decoding matrix represents the coeﬃcient matrix of such linear system. When the rank of the decoding matrix is K, the linear system can be solved and the K source packets are decoded. Otherwise, there is linear dependence among the K coded packets, and the node will continue to obtain more coded packets until the K source packets can be decoded.



(3)



where the last equation holds since the relay buﬀer size is B and all packets in the relay buﬀer are linearly independent with high probability. Next, we consider the changing rate of XM (t), which is composed of two parts. First, DO (t)XO (t) number of vO becomes vM since they obtain one novel coded packet. Second, DM (t)XM (t)/(B − 1) number of vM becomes vB because DM (t)XM (t) number of vM obtain one novel packet within a short time interval, but only 1/(B − 1) of them become vB , assuming the fraction of nodes with diﬀerent number of coded packets are approximately identical. Similarly, the changing rate of XB (t) is DM (t)XM (t)/(B − 1). Therefore, we can use the following Ordinary Diﬀerential Equations (ODEs) to compute XM (t) and XB (t): dXM = DO (t)XO (t) − DM (t)XM (t)/(B − 1), dt dXB (4) = DM (t)XM (t)/(B − 1), dt with the initial values XM (0) = 0, XB (0) = 0, and XO (t) = N − XM (t) − XB (t). We proceed to compute the distribution of the delivery delay from the time that the source begins transmitting data to the time that the destination decodes all K packets. We use the random variable TM and TK to denote the time that



4.2 Analytical Model We proceed to describe the analytical model. Our ultimate goal is to compute the delivery delay of all K packets from the source to the destination. If there are more nodes with coded packets in their buﬀers, the destination has higher opportunity to get a useful coded packet from a contact with another node and proceeds towards the decoding of all K packets. Hence, to compute the delivery delay of all K packets from the source to the destination, we ﬁrst
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all packets in the buﬀer of node b, and drops the one with the larger counter.



the destination obtains 1 and K coded packets, respectively. Let FM (t) and FK (t) be the Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF) of TM and TK , respectively. We derive FK (t) with ODEs by computing the derivative of FK (t) over t. In particular, to derive FK (t), i.e. Pr(TK < t) with ODEs, we compute the value change of Pr(TK > t) within a small time interval [t, t + δt]. Hence, we can compute the CDF FK (t) of the delivery delay of K packets by solving the following ODEs, where the derivation details are presented in [16] due to space constraint: dFM = DO (t)(1 − FM (t)), dt dFK = DM (t)(FM (t) − FK (t))/(K − 1). dt



5.2



Analytical Model



We proceed to study the delivery delay of the above replication based protocol. If there are more nodes with K packets in their buﬀers, the destination has higher opportunity to get a new packet from a contact with another node. Hence, to compute the delivery delay of all K packets from the source to the destination, we ﬁrst compute the network state, the packet distribution on the relay nodes. Let B ≤ K denote the size of the relay buﬀer on all relay nodes. We classify the relay nodes in the network by B +1 types: the nodes with i packets, denoted by vi , where 0 ≤ i ≤ B. We then use a B-tuple {X1 (t), . . . , XB (t)} to represent the network state at time t, where Xi (t) denotes the number of vi in the network. We further use X0 (t) to represent the number of P v0 and its value is N − B i=1 Xi (t). We make the following assumption in analysis: the i packets on vi are uniformly distributed among the K original packets. This assumption is reasonable if the global rarest policy are employed since it maintains close to even proportion of K packets in the network. We will show the accuracy of this assumption on all three policies in Sec. 6.1. We then examine the probability Pr(i, j) that vi obtains a new packet from vj under such assumption. First, it is easy to see that, if i < j, vi can always obtain a new packet from vj . Second, if i ≥ j, vi cannot obtain a new packet from vj only contains all packets on vj , which has the probability if ` i ´vi`K ´ / under the assumption of uniform packet distribuj j `´ ` ´ in such case. In tion. Hence, we have Pr(i, j) = 1 − ji / K j summary, we have ( 1 if i < j, `´ ` ´ Pr(i, j) = (6) 1 − ji / K if i ≥ j. j



(5)



The initial values for the above ODEs are FM (0) = 0 and FK (0) = 0. DO (t) and DM (t) are given in (3) by solving (4). Evidently, when B = 1 or K = 1, (4) and (5) are no longer valid. However, the analysis of such cases can be trivially extended from the above model, which is presented in [16].



5. REPLICATION BASED EPIDEMIC ROUTING In this section, to compare with the coding based protocol, we analyze the replication based protocol.



5.1 Protocol We ﬁrst describe the protocol details. When two nodes, e.g. node a and b, meet, we assume through the exchanging of packet identiﬁers, node a knows the set of packets in node b and vice versa. Let Sa and Sb denote the set of packets on node a and b, respectively. In the following, we describe the protocol for only node a since the protocol for node b is identical. Node a chooses one packet in the set Sa − Sb to transmit to node b such that the packet transmitted to node b is always new to node b. If Sa − Sb is empty, node a will miss this transmission opportunity. We examine three policies in selecting which packet from Sa − Sb to be transmitted. First, in the random policy, node a chooses a packet with the same probability for each packet in Sa − Sb . Second, in the local rarest policy, node a uses a counter for each packet in the buﬀer to record how many times that each packet has been transmitted and chooses the packet with the smallest counter. Third, in the global rarest policy, we assume that an oracle maintains the global counters for K packets, the number of copies of each packet in the network. Node a chooses the packet with the smallest counter to transmit. It is clear that the last two policies try to maintain an even distribution of the copies of the K diﬀerent packets in the network. Although the global rarest policy is impractical, by comparing it with the other two policies and the analytical result, we have clearer understanding on the assumption made in the modeling and the diﬀerence between the simulation and analysis results as we will show in Sec. 6. Upon receiving a packet Pa from node a, node b inserts Pa into its buﬀer if the buﬀer is not full. If the buﬀer is already full, node b uses Pa to replace a random packet in its buﬀer in the random policy. In the local or global rarest policy, node b compares the local or global counter of Pa with the counter of Pb , the packet that has the largest counter among



We notice that similar analysis has been applied in BitTorrent like P2P ﬁle sharing systems such as in [7]. Let Di (t) denote the receiving rate, the expected number of new packets received in unit time interval, of vi , for 1 ≤ i ≤ B. We further use DB+1 (t) . . . DK (t) to denote the receiving rate of the destination, when it has obtained B +1, . . . , K packets, respectively. For v0 , it can receive new packet from any relay node with at least one packet, namely vj where 1 ≤ j ≤ B, and the source node with probability 1. For vi , it can receive new packets from vj with probability Pr(i, j) and the source node with probability 1. Similar arguments also apply to the receiving rates of the destination. Hence, we have B X Xj (t) + 1), D0 (t) = λ( j=1 B X Xj (t)Pr(i, j) + 1), Di (t) = λ( j=1



for DK (t) = 0,



i = 1, . . . , K − 1, (7)



where Pr(i, j) is computed in (6). D0 (t), . . . , DB (t) are useful for both relay nodes and the destination, whereas DB+1 (t), . . . , DK (t) are useful for only the destination since relay nodes can hold at most B packets.
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Next, we consider the changing rate of Xi (t) within a short time interval, which is composed of two parts. First, Di−1 (t)Xi−1 (t) number of vi−1 becomes vi since they obtain one new packet. Second, Di (t)Xi (t) number of vi becomes vi+1 since they also obtain one new packet. Therefore, we can use the following ODEs to compute Xi (t):



140 Delivery delay



dXi = Di−1 (t)Xi−1 (t) − Di (t)Xi (t), dt for i = 1, . . . , B − 1, dXB = DB−1 (t)XB−1 (t), dt



Simulation − local rarest Simulation − random Simulation − global rarest Simulation − coding Analysis − replication Analysis − coding
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(8)



0



where Di (t) is computed in (7) as a function of Xi (t). The above ODEs can be solved with the initial value Xi (t) = 0 for i = 1, . . . , K. We proceed to compute the distribution of the delivery delay from the time that the source begins transmitting data to the time that the destination obtains all K packets. We use the random variable Ti to denote the time that the destination obtains i packets. Hence, the delivery delay for all K packets is TK . We derive the distribution of Ti similar to the derivation of (5):
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Figure 1: Delivery delay under diﬀerent numbers of relay nodes.



In this section, we use experiments to verify the accuracy of our ODE models. We also show that our analytical result can demonstrate the the advantage of the network coding based protocol over the replication based protocol when bandwidth and buﬀer are limited. We have developed a discrete-event simulator with the implementation of epidemic routing and network coding. To mitigate randomness in simulations, we show, for each data point in all ﬁgures, the average and the 95% conﬁdence intervals from 100 independent experiments. We set the node meeting rate λ to 0.005 and the number of packets K to 10 in most experiments unless explicitly pointed out. We use GF(28 ) as the Galois ﬁelds where network coding is operated in all simulations.



nodes it meets and its own counters as a more accurate estimation. In the following, we omit the experimental result for the local rarest policy. There is a gap between the numerical result and the simulation result because in the replication based protocols, the packets distribution on buﬀer are not exactly uniformly distributed. Furthermore, for the case of network coding based protocol, we have ignored linear dependence among coded packets. Nevertheless, such approximation simpliﬁes the analysis while captures the diﬀerence between protocols. Fig. 1 also shows that the analytical result of the replication and network coding based protocols are almost identical. This illustrates that, theoretically, network coding can achieve even distribution of all packets without exchanging packet identiﬁers as in the replication based protocol. Furthermore, in practice, this conclusion is also correct because network coding has the same performance as the idealized global rarest policy as shown in Fig. 1. We emphasize Fig. 1 shows that the practical replication based protocols, i.e., random and local rarest policy, both have signiﬁcantly longer delivery delay than the network coding based protocol. Finally, we notice that Fig. 1 shows that the delivery delay decreases as the number of relay nodes increases. This is because given the same node meeting rate, more relay nodes can aid more transmissions from the source to the destination.



6.1 The Case for Limited Bandwidth



6.2



We ﬁrst study the impact of the number of relay nodes on the delivery delay of K = 10 packets. The relay buﬀer size is set to 10 in this experiment such that the buﬀer is suﬃcient to hold all K packets on each relay node. From Fig. 1, we observe that the analytical result is close to the simulation result for the global rarest policy in the replication based protocol. The delivery delay of the random policy is longer than the delivery delay of the global rarest policy since the assumption that the packets on a node are uniformly distributed among all K packets is less accurate. The delivery delay of local rarest is much longer than random and global rarest policy. This shows that local counters are not an accurate estimation of the proportion of packets in the entire network. One may imagine if the nodes use the average of the local packet counters of the last several



We proceed to study the impact of the relay buﬀer size on the delivery delay. We set the number of relay nodes to 100 in this set of experiments and adjust the relay buﬀer size from 1 to 10. Fig. 2 shows that our analysis agrees with the simulation result for the network coding based protocol and the replication based protocol with global rarest policy. In addition, we note that both analytical and simulation result demonstrate the beneﬁt of network coding under limited buﬀer: the delivery delay of network coding based protocol is not inﬂuenced by the buﬀer size, whereas the delivery delay of the replication based protocols increases signiﬁcantly when the buﬀer size decreases. Such performance degradation of the replication based protocols is due to the coupon collector eﬀect [17]. If we consider the extreme case



dF1 = D0 (t)(1 − F1 (t)), dt dFi = Di−1 (t)(Fi−1 (t) − Fi (t)), dt for i = 2, . . . , K.



(9)



The initial values of the above ODEs are Fi (0) = 0, for i = 1, . . . , K, and Di (t) is given in (7) by solving (8).



6. MODEL VALIDATIONS
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The Case for Both Limited Bandwidth and Buffer
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140 Delivery delay



transmits the data in the 1st level through the network using the network coding based protocol as described in Sec. 4.1. Second, after the destination decodes all data in the 1st level, the destination propagates an ACK towards the source by replicating the ACK whenever two nodes meet. Third, upon receiving the ACK, the source starts to transmit the data in the 2nd level with the same protocol as used in transmitting the data in the 1st level. Since the data in the 1st level has arrived at the destination, a node drops the data in the 1st level whenever the buﬀer is full and new data in the 2nd level arrive. Finally, such process continues until the destination decodes the data in all priority levels. We proceed to investigate the eﬀectiveness and overhead of the above priority coding protocol by our analytical framework proposed in Sec. 4.2. It is easy to see in the priority protocol, the transmission process of the data in a priority level is identical to the network coding based protocol described in Sec. 4.1. Therefore, we can use our analytical framework to compute the expected delivery delay of the data within any priority level. In particular, the delivery delay distribution of Ki packets, FKi (t), can be computed with (5) by replacing K with Ki , and the expected delay E[Ti ] for the data in the ith level can be computed from FKi (t). Next, we notice that the expected delay E[TACK ] in transmitting an ACK is equivalent to transmiting a packet, under the condition of inﬁnite bandwidth, inﬁnite buﬀer, and the replication based epidemic routing, which has been derived in [26]. Hence, we have
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Figure 2: Delivery delay under diﬀerent buﬀer sizes.



that each buﬀer can store only one packet, assuming that the packet in a buﬀer is uniformly randomly chosen from the K packets, the coupon collector eﬀect dictates that the destination node needs to collect O(K ln K) packets in order to obtain all K packets. On the other hand, under the same setting, the destination in the network coding based protocol can decode all K source packets from K coded packets with high probability. Finally, we observe that the delivery delay of the practical replication based protocol with random policy increases much more signiﬁcantly than the global rarest policy when the buﬀer size decreases. This is because under the random policy, the packet distribution in node buﬀers is not the uniform distribution, but a biased distribution. If the node buﬀer size is K, such bias does not have as much impact after most nodes collect all packets. However, if the buﬀer size is very small, such bias has inﬂuence throughout the delivery process and degrades the protocol performance.



E[TACK ] = ln(N + 1)/(λN ),



(10)



where N is the total number of relay nodes, and λ is the inter meeting rate of any pair of nodes in the network. Because the delivery process is composed of the data transmissions for M priority levels and the M − 1 ACK transmissions interleaved among them, we can compute the total expected delay E[T ] to deliver all data as follows:



7. PRIORITY CODING PROTOCOL



E[T ] =



As described in Sec. 1, the destination has to wait for a suﬃcient number of coded packets before decoding any useful data in the network coding based protocol, despite its superiority over practical replication based protocols under limited bandwidth and buﬀer. In this section, we ﬁrst introduce a simple priority coding protocol such that a subset of data, i.e., the high priority data, can be decoded much earlier than the time to decode all data. We then use our analytical framework to study the trade-oﬀ in designing such a protocol.



M X



E[Ti ] + (M − 1)E[TACK ],



(11)



i=1



where E[TACK ] is given in (10), and E[Ti ] is given in (5) by replacing K with Ki .



7.2



Priority Coding Advantage



In the following, we conduct numerical analysis on the performance of the above priority protocol. We study the simplest case, where only two priority levels exist. We set the total number of relay nodes N to 200, i.e., the total number of nodes is 202, including the source and the destination. We further set the total number of packets to be transmitted to 100. We perform a set of numerical analysis by adjusting the number of packets in the high priority level from 1 to 99, and compare the delivery delay of the priority coding protocol with the original network coding based protocol, where all 100 packets are sent through the network in one priority level altogether. In all experiments, we set the relay buﬀer size to 10, and the node inter meeting rate λ to 0.005. Fig. 3 shows that our protocol is eﬀective. For example, if the high priority level has 10 packets, the network delivers them with delay 14.9473, which is much smaller than the total data delivery delay, 104.3826, in the original network coding based protocol. Furthermore, the total delivery de-



7.1 Protocol and Analysis We assume the K packets in the source can be classiﬁed into M diﬀerent priority levels in descending levels of urgency — the packets in the ith level are more preferable and are decoded before the packets in the jth level, if i < j. The number of packets in the ith level is denoted by Ki , where 1 ≤ i ≤ M . We further assume through layered coding [19] or particular application semantics, the number of packets Ki in each level can be adjusted to improve the utility of the application under our priority coding protocol. To make the analysis independent of application details, we assume the sum of the number of packets in all priority levels keeps constant after adjusting Ki . Next, we describe our priority protocol. First, the source
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lay, 114.6457, in the priority coding protocol is only 10.26% longer than the data delivery delay in the original protocol. Hence, our priority coding protocol brings low overhead. We explain the overhead in the priority coding protocol with more details in the following. The overhead of the priority coding protocol consists of two parts: the ACK propagation delay and the delivery time of the ﬁrst packet, where the former is obvious, and the latter is explained in the following. After examining Fig. 3 more carefully, we observe that the delivery delay of high priority data is almost in linear relation with the number of packets in the high priority. Such observation shows that the delivery delay in the network coding based protocol is composed by two types of components: the delivery delay of the ﬁrst packet (5.1928 in Fig. 3) and the delivery delay of the remaining packets, where each packet delivery delay is almost identical (about 0.9945) and much shorter than the delay of the ﬁrst packet. This is because the transmission of the ﬁrst packet incurs a delay with approximately the length of the shortest opportunistic path. Afterwards, the delivery delay of each packet is around the expected time E[Tm ] in which the destination meets another node because the destination can obtain a novel coded packet from each contact with another node, a relay node or the source node, with high probability. We further conﬁrm this by noting that E[Tm ] = λ1 · N1+1 = 1/(0.005 ∗ 201) = 0.995 (agreeing with the value observed in Fig. 3), since λ1 is the expected delay that two nodes meet. Because the delivery delay of each packet (excluding the ﬁrst packet) is identical for both the priority protocol and the original network coding based protocol, it is easy to see that transmitting data in two priority levels separately will induce a delay overhead as the delivery delay of the ﬁrst packet. Therefore, the overhead with our priority protocol is low when there are two priority levels, because the ACK propagation delay 5.3033 and the delivery delay of the ﬁrst packet 5.1928 are much shorter than the delivery delay of the all packets 104.3826. It can be expected that when we increase the number of priority levels, the overhead of our priority protocol increases. The quantitative relation of the protocol overhead and the number of priority levels can be easily estimated by our analytical framework. We omit such analysis in the paper due to space constraint.
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Figure 3: Delivery delay under diﬀerent numbers of packets in the high priority level. The plot labeled “only data” represents the sum of the delivery delay in two priority levels without the ACK packet.



Furthermore, we will extend our model to study the protocol performance when multiple ﬂows compete for limited bandwidth and buﬀer in opportunistic networks. Finally, we would like to investigate the case under more realistic mobility models.
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